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Abstract Evidence of a new particle with mass ∼125 GeV
decaying into a pair of tau leptons at the Large Hadron Col-
lider spurs interest in ascertaining its spin in this channel.
Here we present a comparative study between spin-0 and
spin-2 nature of this new particle, using spin correlations
and decay product directions. The TauSpinner algorithm
is used to re-weight distributions from qq̄ → γ /Z → τ+τ−
sample to simulate a spin-2 state exchange. The method
is based on supplementing the Standard Model matrix ele-
ments with those arising from presence of a new interaction.
Studies with simulated samples demonstrate the discrimi-
nation power between these spin hypotheses based on data
collected at the Large Hadron Collider.

1 Introduction

Following the discovery of a Higgs-like state H with mass
∼125 GeV at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1, 2], its
spin-parity assignment must be examined to verify the true
nature of this new state. The spin of this newly observed
state has recently been discussed [3–7] in the context of its
couplings to a pair of vector bosons. However, from an ex-
perimental point of view, the spin property should be inves-
tigated channel by channel, and other alternative hypotheses
should be investigated and excluded. At the HCP’12 con-
ference, the ATLAS [8] and the CMS [9] collaborations re-
ported observed significances of 1.1 σ and 1.5 σ respec-
tively, for the H → τ+τ− decay channel. Their correspond-
ing expected significances are 1.7 σ and 2.5 σ , which when
added in quadrature are already at the 3 σ level. In the
present paper, we concentrate on this channel as a possible
completion of the spin studies.

a e-mail: jan.kalinowski@fuw.edu.pl

Searches for H → τ+τ− decay are challenging because
the τ neutrino’s escape detection. Experimental signatures
are categorized over multiple channels in terms of observ-
able final state decay products. Data from the multi-channel
inputs must be compared with simulation of large samples
of Monte Carlo (MC) events, which includes detector reso-
lution and acceptance effects, as well as contributions from
background events in the selected sample.

The study of τ polarization can provide additional lever-
age for this search. The TauSpinner algorithm [10] pro-
vides a mechanism for evaluating the polarization effects
of τ spin. The algorithm based on the re-weighting tech-
nique can be applied to the existing sample of simulated
MC events, thereby reducing the need for computationally
intensive simulation of independent samples, and has suc-
cessfully been applied for measurements of τ polarization
in W± → τ±ν [11] and Z → τ+τ− [12] decays.

In the present paper we extend the method of TauSpin-
ner by adding contributions from new resonances to the
amplitude of qq̄ → γ /Z → τ+τ− processes. Our numer-
ical study based on exchange of a spin-2 state X is moti-
vated by recent interest in measurement of spin properties
for the newly discovered Higgs-like particle candidate. In
general, contribution from other new interactions, such as
those arising from an additional Z′ boson, can also be eval-
uated in this way. Though the present implementation illus-
trates re-weighting of samples generated with Pythia [13],
the method is equally applicable to other MC event genera-
tors.

Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we discuss contributions from spin-2 state to the matrix el-
ement. Section 3 is devoted to the TauSpinner algorithm
and the inclusion of new matrix elements into the program.
Section 4 is devoted to technical tests of the TauSpin-
ner algorithm and stability tests of internal cross-checks. In
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Sect. 5, we investigate experimentally discriminating vari-
ables sensitive to spin. In Sect. 6, we perform a numerical
analysis to access the sensitivity to measure the spin prop-
erties of Higgs-like states. Section 7 presents the Summary
and Appendix closes the paper with a detailed description of
updates to the TauSpinner algorithm.

2 Quark level cross section for γ/Z/X production
of tau pairs

In many theoretical models massive objects of spin-2 arise,
including KK gravitons [14–16], analogues of the f2 state
of QCD in a new strongly-interacting sector [17] or states in
four-dimensional ghost-free models of massive gravity [18].
For our purposes we will treat the spin-2 particle with mass
of 125 GeV as a low-energy signature of some unspecified
high-energy completion of the model. Therefore, we will use
an effective Lagrangian formalism for a spin-2 field interact-
ing with fermions to calculate the angular distribution in the
process qq̄ → γ /Z/X → τ+τ− at the lowest level. These
quark level calculations are implemented in the TauSpin-
ner [10] algorithm, as described in Sect. 3.

For a symmetric spin-2 field Xμν with mass MX , decay
width ΓX and momentum k the propagator reads [19] as:

Δμν,αβ(k) = iP μν,αβ

k2 − M2
X + iMXΓX

. (1)

The projector P is given by:

P μν,αβ = 1

2

(
ημαηνβ + ημβηνα

) − 1

3
ημνηαβ + · · · , (2)

where ημν is the Minkowski tensor. The terms proportional
to the momentum k, represented by dots in the above for-
mula, will vanish when contracted with the on-shell mass-
less fermion currents.

The interactions of Xμν with fermions consists of various
operators of increasing dimensions, suppressed by powers of
some high scale denoted by F . At zero derivative level the
coupling of X to a fermion current has a form:

L � Xμ
μψ̄(λLPL + λRPR)ψ + h.c., (3)

where PL,R = (1 ∓ γ5)/2. This form of coupling is similar
to an ordinary Yukawa coupling of a Standard Model (SM)
singlet scalar. Therefore its experimental signatures: angular
distributions and spin correlations, will be similar to a scalar
exchange, with the only difference coming from the spin-2
propagator. If the Xμν were of gravity or extra dimension
origin, the couplings λi for light fermions would naturally
be suppressed by the fermion mass, λ ∼ m/F . Therefore, in
the discussion of the τ -lepton pair production via Drell–Yan
process in pp collisions such couplings will be ignored.

At dimension 5 level the coupling of Xμν to a fermion
bilinear is given by [20–23]:

L � i

4

1

F
Xμν

[
αLψ̄L(γμ∂ν + γν∂μ)ψL

+ βL(∂νψ̄Lγμ + ∂μψ̄γν)ψL

]

+ (L → R) + h.c. (4)

Other possible dimension 5 couplings ∼X
μ
μψ̄∂/ψ will be ig-

nored since for the on-shell fermions they can be reduced to
the form in Eq. (3).

The couplings αL,R,βL,R are model-dependent. Al-
though we do not attempt to construct any specific model,
we assume that the couplings are quark- and lepton-flavor
diagonal and, following Ref. [23], we make a simplifying
assumption:

αL,R = −βL,R ≡ gL,R. (5)

At tree level the process qq̄ → τ+τ− proceeds via s-
channel γ /Z/X exchanges. Let gi

Aff (with i = L,R) de-
note the chiral couplings of A = γ,Z,X bosons to a fermion
current f̄ f . In particular, for SM couplings we have gi

γff =
eQf , gi

Zff = g
cos θW

(T 3
f − Qf sin2 θW ), with g weak cou-

pling constant, and eQf , T 3
f are the fermion electric charge

and third component of weak isospin. We also introduce a
short-hand notation γij ≡ gi

γ qqg
j
γ ττ , Zij ≡ gi

Zqqg
j
Zττ , and

Xij ≡ gi
Xqqg

j
Xττ . The angular distribution in the CM frame

can then be written as a sum of the SM contribution:

dσSM

d cos θ
= 1

384πs

[(
γ 2
LL + γ 2

RR

)
(1 + cos θ)2

+ (
γ 2
LR + γ 2

RL

)
(cos θ − 1)2]

− 1

192π

(M2
Z − s)

(M2
Z − s)2 + M2

ZΓ 2
Z

× [
(γLLZLL + γRRZRR)(1 + cos θ)2

+ (γLRZLR + γRLZRL)(cos θ − 1)2]

+ 1

384π

s

(M2
Z − s)2 + M2

ZΓ 2
Z

× [(
Z2

LL + Z2
RR

)
(1 + cos θ)2

+ (
Z2

LR + Z2
RL

)
(cos θ − 1)2] (6)

and a new term from the X particle exchange, including its
interference with the SM contribution. For a real field X and
real couplings gi

Xff it reads:

dσX

d cos θ
= 1

24576πF 4

s3

(M2
X − s)2 + M2

XΓ 2
X

× [(
X2

LL + X2
RR

)(−1 + 2 cos2 θ + cos θ
)2
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+ (
X2

LR + X2
RL

)(
1 − 2 cos2 θ + cos θ

)2]

− 1

1536πF 2

s(M2
X − s)

(M2
X − s)2 + M2

XΓ 2
X

× [
(γLLXLL + γRRXRR)f1(θ)

+ (γLRXLR + γRLXRL)f2(θ)
]

+ 1

1536πF 2

× s2((M2
Z − s)(M2

X − s) + MZΓZMXΓX)

((M2
Z − s)2 + M2

ZΓ 2
Z)((M2

X − s)2 + M2
XΓ 2

X)

× [
(ZLLXLL + ZRRXRR)f1(θ)

+ (ZLRXLR + ZRLXRL)f2(θ)
]
. (7)

In the above expressions θ is the CM scattering angle of τ−
with respect to the incoming quark momentum, and f1(θ) =
(1 + cos θ)2(2 cos θ − 1) and f2(θ) = (1 + 2 cos θ)(cos θ −
1)2.

The angular distribution due to the X state exchange de-
pends on its couplings. For general chiral couplings, the di-
agonal term is a fourth order polynomial in cos θ , and the
interference a third order polynomial. For vector or axial-
vector type couplings (gL

Xff = ±gR
Xff ), the expressions in

Eq. (7) simplify and the diagonal term exhibits a well known
angular distribution 1 − 3 cos2 θ + 4 cos4 θ , while the inter-
ference with the SM contribution behaves as cos3 θ and van-
ishes after angular integration. This can be observed in Fig. 6
discussed later in the paper. For general couplings the inter-
ference survives the angular integration.

The user may take his/her preferred scenario and mod-
ify the parameters, including the SM ones, in these new
currents. For the sake of numerical comparisons, we use
F = 1000 GeV to study the effects of the spin-2 state X

at 125 GeV. The width of this state is taken to be 1.5 GeV.
Unless otherwise mentioned, for the default compari-

son, we set both the left-handed and right-handed couplings
to have the strengths of unity. We also study two alterna-
tive scenarios of pure left-handed or pure right-handed cou-
plings labeled in subsequent discussions as L and R respec-
tively. For these alternative models, the non-vanishing cou-
pling constants are increased by

√
2 to allow direct compar-

ison with the model (L+R) where both couplings contribute
equally.

3 Algorithm case of non-standard model weight

Basic functionality of TauSpinner relies on the calcula-
tion of effective Born cross sections. It is documented in
detail in Ref. [10]. For the extension of the TauSpinner
algorithm, starting with the case of production of qq̄ →
γ /Z → τ+τ− events, we replace the effective Born level

contribution with the one where amplitudes due to the ex-
tra interaction are added. At present, the algorithm assumes
that the resulting new cross-section has contributions from
polynomials at most of the 4th order in cosine of the scat-
tering angle θ . Spin correlations between the produced τ+
and τ− remain as in the case of γ /Z production, but dif-
fer only in angular dependence of the τ polarization. Thus,
the non-Standard Model weight can easily be calculated us-
ing the algorithm described in Appendix B.2 of [10]. With
minor modifications as interfaced with the Tauola++ MC
event generator [24], the algorithm is described below:

– Initialize Tauola++
– Initialize TauSpinner

At this step, user provides two additional flags, nonSM2
and nonSMN. The first one activates calculation of non-
Standard Model weight. Then effects due to spin corre-
lations, described by the ratio of WT1 and WT2,1 and ef-
fects on angular dependence in τ+τ− production are in-
troduced with WT3. The factor due to the ratio of angle-
integrated cross-section of the SM and nonSM case is re-
moved from WT3 if nonSMN is set to 1. All other aspects
of TauSpinner remain unchanged.

– Read the data files
– Calculate the weights

For the new non-Standard Model case, this step is ex-
tended:
– As in default case, calculate spin weight WT1 for Stan-

dard Model spin correlations
– Calculate spin weight WT2 for spin correlations cal-

culated in non-Standard Model case. Use setNon-
SMkey(1) to switch to non-Standard Model calcula-
tion mode.

– Calculate non-Standard Model weight WT3 for effects
on cross section; use double getWtNonSM() for
its calculation.

– return WT = (WT2/WT1) * WT3

An example of such a calculation is given in our tau-
reweight-text.cxx. Weight calculation is prepared
for the case when the generated sample has already the
SM spin correlations taken into account. User is free to
use his/her own version of the function providing the Born
level τ pair production and featuring another assumptions
for the SM extension. The necessary methods are described
in Appendix.

4 Technical tests

Before any use of our program is started, some technical
tests must be performed to verify if the function used in the

1WT1 is the spin weight of Standard Model and WT2 is when non-
Standard Model interactions are switched on. WT1 is the default spin
weight that TauSpinner returns.
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implementation of the non-Standard Model interaction is
proper from the point of view of our program requirements.
The first is to check the user provided non-Standard Model
Born cross-section. In particular, it has to be checked that
the same conventions for input parameters as those used in
TauSpinner and Tauola++ are chosen. In our case, for
the model as described in previous sections, adjustment of
signs for spin states had to be introduced. The C++ function
nonSM_adopt is prepared for the adjustment of conven-
tions.

An arrangement to verify the proper matching is prepared
(overall s-dependent factors cancel out). Special printouts
from TAUOLA/TauSpinner/src/spin2.cxx are ac-
tivated in the DEBUG mode of TauSpinner. Compari-
son of τ polarization calculated from the TauSpinner de-
fault implementation and the ones from user prepared inputs
are then printed. The corresponding DEBUG mode printout
looks as follows:

test of nonSM Born nonsm2=0
ide,svar,costhe=1 292.05 0.74348
sm=0.529759 sm(new)=0.530185 nsm=0.530185
sm and sm(new) should be essentially equal.

The sm and sm(new) denote τ polarization as obtained

from the Standard Model respectively by the method of

TauSpinner and the one of the user (the third quan-

tity, nsm, provided by the user includes additional interac-

tion, which for svar= s = 292.05 GeV2 is consistent with

zero).

Graphic representations of the above tests are provided

in Fig. 1 as a function of
√

s for a fixed scattering an-

gle θ , and in Fig. 2 for fixed
√

s and as a function of θ .

In Fig. 1 consistency up to per mille level on the τ po-

larization is obtained by replacing the TauSpinner stan-

dard method of Born calculation with the one as defined in

Sect. 2. For nonSM2=0 agreement between the user method

and TauSpinner default should be obtained as in our case.

This is necessary to ensure that the non Standard model

effect can be correctly implemented with nonSM2=1. In

Fig. 2, distributions from all SM contribution as well as

new contributions to the τ polarization are superimposed

on the same figure. Good enough agreement demonstrates

the validity of this technical test. Further fine tuning of pa-

Fig. 1 The difference between
the τ polarization calculated
analytically from formulae as
described in Sect. 2 but with
new effects switched off, and the
default implementation in the
Tauola++ are plotted for fixed
scattering angle cos θ = 0.3 as a
function of

√
s. The plot on the

left is for up quarks, and the plot
on the right is for down quarks

Fig. 2 Angular dependence of the τ polarization in the rest frame of
hard process is shown for virtuality fixed at 125 GeV, for up quarks
on the left plot and down-quarks on the right plot. The black solid line
is the SM contribution from default implementation in Tauola++,

and the red dashed line is the SM contribution but using the nonSM
package. The effect of nonSM interaction is also shown on the same
plots by the blue dotted lines (Color figure online)
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Table 1 Average τ polarization
for the SM and non-SM
contributions as calculated from
helicity states attributed by
standard TauSpinner method
getTauSpin()

Selection Z → τ+τ− Z/X(L + R) → τ+τ−

125 ± 3 GeV −0.448 ± 0.001 −0.354 ± 0.001

WT - 1 – −0.255 ± 0.001

Selection Z/X(L) → τ+τ− Z/X(R) → τ+τ−

125 ± 3 GeV −0.521 ± 0.001 −0.071 ± 0.001

WT - 1 −0.574 ± 0.001 0.130 ± 0.001

Fig. 3 Distributions of invariant
masses of the τ pair are shown
for the SM contribution in solid
black line on the left plot. The
almost overlapping dotted blue
line includes the effect from
non-SM contribution, but
angular integration dependent
contributions to the cross
section are removed from the
weight. The right hand side plot
visualizes the difference,
obtained by applying a
weight = WT - 1 (Color figure
online)

rameters and schemes (e.g. constant or running Z width) in
Tauola++ is not necessary.2

Table 1 represents further tests of τ polarization, where
we check that proper spin states of τ are provided by
the TauSpinner algorithm using the getTauSpin()
method (see Ref. [10] for definition). Average τ polariza-
tions are shown when the virtuality of τ pair is required to
lie within a ±3 GeV window centered around 125 GeV in
the top row. For the bottom row, a weight = WT - 1 is used
instead of the cut on virtuality. Nonetheless, the τ polariza-
tion still includes contributions from the SM via the inter-
ference effects between the SM and non-SM interactions.
The following cases are monitored: in the upper part of the
table the SM contribution (second column), non-SM contri-
butions for the case of (L+R) couplings as in Sect. 2 (third
column), and in the lower part of the table only left coupling
for non SM (second column) and only right couplings (third
column). The use of the weight = WT - 1 is of interest for
study of dedicated sub-samples.

Second test is performed to check the implementation
of non-SM effects when dependence of the cross-section
on τ angular distribution and spin effects are included, but
those arising from integrated Born level cross section are
removed. In the TauSpinner algorithm, we integrate the
distribution over cos θ for the SM cross-sections at the Born
level and calculate the effect due to non-SM interactions.

2One has to bear in mind that TauSpinner constructs the hard
process kinematic configuration differently than Tauola++. See
Ref. [10] for discussion of potential but minor systematic errors.

If the calculations are correct, these two contributions from
the new matrix element should compensate each other in
the distribution of τ pair invariant mass mτ+τ− , as visible
in Fig. 3. The black solid histogram describing the SM con-
tribution in TauSpinner is taken by setting both the flags
nonSM2 and nonSMN to be equal to 0, whereas for the blue
dotted line the new current from TauSpinner is used but
its effects on the cross section are removed. It is tested by
setting both flags, nonSM2 and nonSMN, to be equal to 1.
Change of angular distributions resulting from the weight,
but integrated over cos θ , results in increased statistical fluc-
tuations as visible on the right hand plot in Fig. 3 obtained
using weight = WT - 1. The amplitude of this procedure is
consistent with zero up to per mille level, as expected from
the size of agreement observed in Fig. 1.

The differential effect of not integrating over the angu-
lar dependence due to non-SM interactions recovers the ex-
pected peaking structure around 125 GeV as shown in the
red dashed histograms in Fig. 4, which are obtained by set-
ting the flags nonSM2 and nonSMN to be equal to 1 and 0,
respectively.

5 Spin sensitive observables

The main feature of TauSpinner is that it can work on
previously generated and stored data files of the simulated
events. For our purposes, we study pp → Z → τ+τ− gen-
erated at

√
s = 8 TeV using Pythia8 [13] MC genera-

tor, with τ decays simulated by Tauola++ [24]. To apply
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Fig. 4 Distributions of
invariant masses of the τ pair
are shown for the SM
contribution in solid black line
on the left plot. The dashed red
line includes the effect from
non-SM contribution. The right
hand side plot visualizes the
difference, obtained by applying
a weight = WT - 1 (Color
figure online)

Fig. 5 The distributions of
cos(θ�) and cos(θ�′) variables
are shown for Z → τ+τ−
events before any cuts (on the
left) and cuts on truth level
invariant mass of the τ+τ−
system restricted to lie within a
±3 GeV window centered
around 125 GeV (on the right).
All distributions are normalized
to unit area (Color figure online)

non-Standard Model weight, TauSpinner was used.3 The
distributions for X → τ+τ− are obtained by re-weighting
the corresponding distributions from Z → τ+τ− samples
with weight = WT - 1. The samples for gluon-gluon fu-
sion and vector-boson fusion production of the Higgs are
generated using POWHEG-BOX [25, 26] MC generator inter-
faced to Pythia8 for showering and hadronization, while
Pythia8 is used for the vector-boson associated Higgs
production. The sample of H → τ+τ− events are obtained
by summing these three samples weighted by their respec-
tive cross-sections [27, 28].

We study the variable cos(θ�) [29], describing the aver-
age scattering angle between the observable final state prod-
ucts from τ+ and τ− decays, respectively. In the leading
approximation, it corresponds to the scattering angle in the
rest-frame of hard process. In the laboratory frame, this vari-
able is defined as:

cos
(
θ�

) = sin θτ−
cos θτ+ + sin θτ+

cos θτ−

sin θτ+ + sin θτ− , (8)

where θτ+
is the angle between the decay products from τ+

and negative z-axis, and θτ−
is the angle between the decay

products from τ− and positive z-axis.

3From Tauola++ version v1.1.0, TauSpinner is provided as a
part of the Tauola++ distribution.

Sensitivity to forward-backward asymmetry is enhanced
by flipping the sign of the variable cos(θ�), whenever the
vector sum of momentum of the visible τ daughters is
aligned towards the negative z-axis. This defines the vari-
able cos(θ�′), which is sensitive to the spin of Z/X/H .

The distributions of cos(θ�) and cos(θ�′) are shown in
Fig. 5 for Z → τ+τ− events. The left plot in Fig. 5 com-
pares the distributions before any cuts. The right plot com-
pares the distributions after a cut on virtuality has been ap-
plied by selecting events with the truth level invariant mass
of the τ+τ− system restricted to lie within a ±3 GeV win-
dow centered around 125 GeV.

The distributions of cos(θ�′) for X → τ+τ−, and H →
τ+τ− events are shown on the left plot in Fig. 6. The effect
of spin is clearly visible in this variable which shows striking
difference as compared to Z → τ+τ− events, also shown in
the same plot. The virtuality of all these processes is chosen
to lie within a ±3 GeV window centered around 125 GeV by
applying a cut on the truth level invariant mass of the τ+τ−
system.

For the same selection criteria, the distribution of X →
τ+τ− events are shown on the right plot in Fig. 6 for differ-
ent choices of coupling constants. As expected from Table 1,
the asymmetry in this variable is the strongest for the case
of pure left-handed coupling, and the weakest for the case of
pure right-handed coupling.
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Fig. 6 The distributions of cos(θ�′) are shown for Z → τ+τ−,
X → τ+τ−, and H → τ+τ− events after cuts on truth level invariant
mass of the τ+τ− system restricted to lie within a ±3 GeV window
centered around 125 GeV (on the left). For the same selection criteria,

the distributions of cos(θ�′) are shown (on the right) for X → τ+τ−
events for three choices of coupling constants as described in the text.
All distributions are normalized to unit area (Color figure online)

6 Test for spin of Z/X/H

A key feature of τ polarization in Z → τ+τ− events is its
dependence on virtuality of the hard interaction. To select
the Z → τ+τ− events as relevant backgrounds for a Higgs-
like particle with a mass of 125 GeV, we select events inside
an appropriate window on the collinear mass (mcoll

τ+τ− ) recon-
structed from the τ decay products [30]. This is sufficient for
illustration purposes, and is comparable to computationally
intensive techniques developed for di-tau mass reconstruc-
tion [31].

Our selection criteria are similar to the ones as in
Ref. [32, 33], and those used by the ATLAS [8] and CMS [9]
collaborations. The following requirements are applied to
select a sample of events enriched with a new resonance
produced at 125 GeV:

– pT for each of the visible daughters of the tau’s are re-
quired to be greater than 20 GeV and lie within an accep-
tance of |η| < 2.5,

– the missing transverse momentum (Emiss
T ), defined as the

pT of the vector sum of the neutrinos’ momentum, is re-
quired to be greater than 20 GeV,

– the transverse mass of the system comprising of Emiss
T

and the visible daughter with smaller pT defined as√
2pTEmiss

T (1 − cosΔφ) is required to be less than 50 GeV,

where Δφ is the angle between the directions of Emiss
T and

visible daughter with smaller pT in the plane perpendicu-
lar to the beam direction,

– the cosine of the 3-dimensional opening angle between
the two daughters is required to be greater than −0.9,

– the difference in azimuthal angles between the two daugh-
ters is required to be less than 2.9, and

– mcoll
τ+τ− is required to lie within a ±10 GeV window cen-

tered around 125 GeV.

The stability of the distribution of the discriminating vari-
able cos(θ� ′) for Z → τ+τ− events with respect to selected
region of virtuality is studied in Fig. 7. The requirements on
the window on mcoll

τ+τ− is varied, keeping all the other above-
mentioned selection requirements the same. The left plot
corresponds to ±10, ±5 and ±20 GeV windows centered
around 125 GeV. The right plot corresponds to ±10, ±5 and
±10 GeV windows centered around 125, 110 and 140 GeV,
respectively. For the case when virtuality is centered around
125 GeV, the distributions are compatible, while the shape is

Fig. 7 The distributions of
cos(θ�′) variable are shown for
Z → τ+τ− events with cuts on
reconstructed level quantity
mcoll

τ+τ− . The plot on the left
corresponds to ±10, ±5 and
±20 GeV windows centered
around 125 GeV. The plot on the
right corresponds to ±10, ±5
and ±5 GeV windows centered
around 125, 110 and 140 GeV,
respectively. All distributions
are normalized to unit area
(Color figure online)
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altered with the shift of the center of the window. Thus, these
differences in shapes can be taken as estimates of system-
atic uncertainties on the modeling of the background from
Z → τ+τ− events.

The left plot in Fig. 8 shows the distribution of cos(θ�′)
after applying these selection requirements to sample of
Z → τ+τ−, X → τ+τ−, and H → τ+τ− events. For il-
lustrative purposes, the distributions of cos(θ�′) are shown
in the right plot of Fig. 8 for X → τ+τ− events passing cri-
teria which correspond to the three different choices of the
coupling constants.

Visible separation between the shapes of H → τ+τ− and
X → τ+τ− events are observed, which is similar in size for
all three choices of coupling constants studied. The distribu-
tions from H → τ+τ− events are incompatible at the 99 %
confidence level with those arising from X → τ+τ− events
for a sample of 500 Higgs-like events, which corresponds
to roughly twice the number of signal events observed with
13 fb−1 at pp collision energy of 8 TeV by the ATLAS col-
laboration [8]. However, the separation power depends on
the presence of backgrounds and choice of selection criteria,
which alters relative efficiencies of signal and background
events. Further discrimination power can be obtained by cat-
egorizing the τ+τ− decay modes depending on the observed
final state particles.

7 Summary

In this note we have presented a new development of the
TauSpinner that is capable of addressing possible exten-
sion of the SM based on new physics model that results
in contribution from a spin 2 state X. To simplify estima-
tion of observability of such a state at the LHC, extension
for the TauSpinner algorithm to manipulate τ pair fi-
nal states in previously generated MC samples is proposed,
which employs the method of event weights. Weights cal-
culated with TauSpinner feature an implementation of
amplitudes from beyond the Standard Model. Not only spin

correlation effects as in the previous versions, but also ef-
fects modifying the angular distributions of τ± lepton di-
rections and size of the cross-section can be studied in this
way.

An example of the installation of our new matrix ele-
ments into the TauSpinner algorithm is presented. Dis-
tributions validating correctness of the installation are dis-
cussed and found correct.

We then study distributions of experimentally observable
quantities sensitive to the spin of Z/X/H . In semi-realistic
conditions, we study the impact of the new interaction and
its signature. We found the approximate hard process scat-
tering angle θ�′ reconstructed from observable directions of
τ decay products to be useful for that purpose. Following
the experimental searches performed with half the dataset
expected to be collected at

√
s = 8 TeV in 2012, we ap-

ply selection criteria that enrich the sample of events with a
Higgs-like state with mass ∼125 GeV. With double the num-
ber of Higgs-like events as can be expected using full 2012
dataset, we find distributions that are incompatible between
H → τ+τ− and X → τ+τ− events at the 99 % confidence
level. A detailed experimental study with all background
contributions, which include detector resolution and accep-
tance effects, as categorized over the different τ+τ− decay
modes is expected to improve the discrimination power.

Robustness of the method was demonstrated here, and
the first results are of potential interest. A key aspect of
our TauSpinner algorithm is that computationally ex-
pensive simulation of independent MC samples is not nec-
essary for study of new physics interactions. The method
is also straightforward to extend to other cases such as Z′
etc. Alternative production mechanisms of spin-2 states, e.g.
via gluon-gluon fusion, vector-boson fusion etc., may also
be implemented by inclusion of appropriate angular depen-
dence from corresponding matrix elements in the user de-
fined function. Re-weighting of the matrix elements from
gluon-gluon fusion and vector-boson fusion processes will
have to be then followed up by straightforward extensions
of TauSpinner algorithm. This requires designing of new

Fig. 8 The distributions of
cos(θ�′) are shown (on the left)
for Z → τ+τ−, X → τ+τ−,
and H → τ+τ− events after
cuts as described in the text. The
distributions of cos(θ�′) are
shown (on the right) after cuts
for X → τ+τ− events with
different options for coupling
constants as described in the
text. All distributions are
normalized to unit area (Color
figure online)
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appropriate tests for validation of its functionality, to be re-
ported in future publications. The sensitivity or the separa-
tion power between different spin hypotheses must then take
into account the details of the event selection which would
then result in different number of selected events and corre-
sponding background categorization.
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Appendix: TauSpinner—changes introduced in
version 1.2

Since its first public version, described in [10], two new up-
dates to TauSpinner have been introduced. First, TauS-
pinner has been merged into Tauola++ [24] distribution
and now, while working on this paper, it has been extended
to add new functionality. In this section we list the changes
between versions 1.0 and 1.2.

– Merging with Tauola++
TauSpinner now comes as an additional library to
Tauola++ distribution. Tauola++ configuration scripts
have been updated to accommodate this setup. As of writ-
ing this paper, Tauola++ v1.1.1, featuring TauS-
pinner v1.2 has been installed in database GENSER
[34, 35].

– Two new initialization options - nonSM2 and nonSMN
The nonSM2 flag turns on non-Standard Model weight
calculation. The nonSMN flag, combined with nonSM2,
allows for calculation of corrections to shape only.

– New functions added.
Example examples/tau-reweight-test.cxx has
been updated to show how functions described below can
be used in case of spin-2 calculation described in this pa-
per.
– set_nonSM_born(double (*fun)(int ID,
double S, double cost, int H1, int H2,
int key) )
Sets function for user-defined Born, including new
physics. The parameters of this new function are de-
scribed in the file include/TauSpinner/nonSM.h
as well as in the example program.

– void setNonSMkey(int key)
Sets the value of nonSM2 flag. Allows turning non-
Standard Model calculation on and off for comparison
between different models.

– double getWtNonSM() Returns non-Standard
Model weight WT3 calculated for the last event pro-
cessed by TauSpinner.

In our examples/tau-reweight-test.cxx for-
tran function is provided to calculate quark level Born cross
section where new physics effects can be switched on and
off. Physics model described in the previous sections at the
quark level annihilation into a pair of tau leptons is used.
Function:

REAL*8 FUNCTION DISTJWK(ID,S,T,H1,H2,KEY)

is used in our program with the help of the C++ function:

double nonSM_adopt(int ID, double S,

double cost, int H1, int H2, int key)

Its use is initialized with the method

set_nonSM_born(nonSM_adopt);
Other user defined functions can be used in the same way.
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